
  20 IN. STAND FAN
SKU: 92025



WARNING

CAUTION

1. Read and save these instructions. Do not operate  fan unless you have
read these instructions.

2. Unplug the fan before moving it or performing maintenance. Do not touch
the fan when your hands are wet.

3. Those who are not qualified electricians should not disassemble, repair or
rebuild the fan.

4. Unplug the fan when it is not in use.

5. DO NOT unplug the fan by pulling the cable cord. Unplug by holding the
plug and pulling.

6. DO NOT use the fan when there is damage to the cable cord or plug. If
the supply cord is damaged, it has to be replaced by the manufacturer, its
service agent or similarly qualified persons.

7. DO NOT use the fan with an extension cord.
8. DO NOT use the fan close to fires or flammable material.
9. DO NOT insert your hand or other objects into the grille or the movable

parts.
10. To reduce the risk of fire or electric shock, do not use this fan with any

solid-state speed control device.

11. DO NOT use this fan outdoors, this fan is designed for indoor use only.

1. Unplug the fan from the socket and clean it with a soft cloth.

2. DO NOT immerse the fan in liquid.

3. Fit the guard onto the fan before starting up the fan.

4. This fan is not intended for use by people (including children) with
reduced physical, sensory or mental capabilities or lack of experience
and knowledge unless they have been given supervision or instruction
concerning use of the fan by a person responsible for their safety.
Supervise children to ensure they do not play with the fan.

SAFETY INFORMATION
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTION

1. Attach the lower standing pole to

CAUTION:   
the base with the 4 screws as shown.

   The screws must be

   fully tightened before the fan      
operating.

2. Loosen the height adapter on the
lower standing pole. Saving it for
Step 3.

3. Slide the height adapter into the
upper standing pole. Then put the
upper standing pole into lower
standing pole and fasten the height
adapter for your desired height of fan.

4. Connect the fan head with upper
standing pole. Then tighten firmly two
sets of screws, washers and nuts at
the holes of fan head.
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OPERATION INSTRUCTION

Unplug the appliance before cleaning. Do not use  water for cleaning metal  
surfaces. Slightly moisten a cloth and wipe off the surfaces of the fan. In 
order to remove dust from the grill, use a vacuum cleaner or remove the 
front grill by removing the securing screws on the edge of the grill. After 
cleaning, remount the grill. After doing this, fasten the screws on the edge 
of the grill.

CARE AND CLEANING
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1. Place the fan on a safe, flat surface where it can not fall or be pulled by 
the cord.

2. Adjust the desired speed by rotating the switch knob at the back of fan. 

3. Tilt the fan head up or down for desired direction of air flow.

 0     Stop 1     Low 2      Medium                      3      High       



PART LIST
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PART DESCRIPTION PART #
 92025-01

92025-08

  
92025-02

  92025-03

  92025-04
92025-05

A

B

C

D

E

Front Grill

  Rear Grill

  

Blade

Motor 
Switch Box 

  

 92025-06
  92025-07

  92025-09
92025-10
92025-11
92025-12
92025-13
92025-14
92025-15

F
G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N
O

Switch

  
Switch Knob
Capacitor
U-shape Tube
Upper Standing Pole
Height Adapter
Lower Standing Pole
Base Cover
Base

  

Switch Flange
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PRODUCT MADE IN CHINA
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